Levelok Products with Company Part Numbers
Approved or Standardized
(Updated on 3/1/2017)

Comcast: Approved Products
1. CIFA# 138437 (LL-STB-1AL) Permanent Mount Ladder Levelers (full kit - pairs)
2. CIFA# 19514 (LL-STB-1QC) KeyLok Ladder Leveler (singles)
3. CIFA# 19513 (LL-QC-1) KeyLok Base Units for KeyLok Ladder Leveler
4. CIFA# 19517 (LSS-150) Ladder Safety Strap (fluorescent orange)
5. CIFA# 19515 (TGR-3) 3’, Blue TieGrr Strap ladder tie down
6. CIFA# 19516 (TGR-6) 6’ Red TieGrr Strap ladder tie down
7. CIFA# 65748 (PASR-3) Permanent Mount Shoulder Pad

Verizon: “Standardized” Products
1. PID# 11030421 (LL-STB-1QC) KeyLok Ladder Leveler
2. PID# 11030423 (LL-QC-1) KeyLok Base Units for KeyLok Leveler
3. PID# 11030422 (QCSR-1) KeyLok Ladder Shoulder Rest
4. PID# 11030424 (SRLT-QC-1) KeyLok Base Unit for Shoulder Rest
5. PID# 11030426 (LL-STB-2QC) KeyLok Ladder Leveler - Full Kit
6. PID# 11062461 (TGR-3) 3’, Blue TieGrr Strap ladder tiedown
7. PID# 11062460 (TGR-6) 6’, Red TieGrr Strap ladder tiedown
8. PID# 11316967 (PASR-3BULK) Permanent Mount Shoulder Pad

Charter: “Approved” Products
1. PID# 963528-LEV (LL-STB-1AL) Permanent Mount Ladder Levelers (full kit - pairs)
2. PID# 963235-LOK (QCSR-2) KeyLok Shoulder Rest Complete Kit
3. PID# 963236-LOK (PASR-3) Permanent Mount Shoulder Pad

Cablevision: “Approved” Products
1. PID# 27901 (LL-STB-1AL) Permanent mount ladder levelers (Full kit - pairs)
2. PID# 28713 (LL-STB-1QC) KeyLok Ladder Leveler
3. PID# 28714 (LL-QC-1) KeyLok Base Units for KeyLok Leveler

RCN: “Approved” Products
1. PID# LL-STB-1AL Permanent mount ladder levelers

Solar City: “Approved” Products
1. PID# LL-STB-2QC Quick Connect Ladder Leveler - Complete Kit
2. PID# ST-ORS-3XL Open Rung Standoff Brackets with Silicone Elbows - Pairs
Dish Networks: “Standardized” Products

1. PID# LL-STB-1 Permanent mount ladder levelers – bulk packaging

Cox Communications: Approved Products

J.D. Edwards part numbers:

920-4063: Model LL-STB-1AL, Ladder Leveler kit - pairs
920-3893: Model LL-QC-1, QC Base Units for QC Ladder Leveler - pairs
920-3894: Model LL-STB-1QC, QC Ladder Leveler – singles
920-3886: Model TGR-3, Ladder Tie Down – 3’ length, Blue webbing
920-0374: Model PASR-3, Permanent Mount Shoulder Pad - singles

Direct TV: Approved Products

PID# LL-STB-1AL Permanent mount ladder levelers

Shaw Cable: Approved Products

PID# LL-STB-1AL Permanent mount ladder levelers (pairs)

Bright House Networks: Approved Products

PID# LL-STB-2QC KeyLok Ladder Leveler Kit
PID# QCSR-2 KeyLok Ladder Shoulder Rest

Eastern Connecticut Cable Television Approved (LL-STB-1AL)
Cynergy Power Standardized (LL-STB-1AL)
Narragansett Power Standardized (LL-STB-1AL)
Knology Approved (LL-STB-1QC & LL-QC-1)
Windstream Communications Approved (LL-STB-2QC)
National Grid Approved (LL-STB-2QC)
Florida Power & Light Approved (LSS-150-OR)

Ladder Manufacturers offering Factory Installation
Bauer Ladder / Werner Ladder Company / Lynn Ladder Company / Michigan Ladder
Sunset Ladder Company / Louisville Ladder / Cuprum
Gorilla Ladders / Featherlite Industries / Branach Mfg.

Ladder Service Companies offering On-Site Installation
Batavia Services: On-Site Installation in 50 lower states: 800-231-6374
Ladder MD: On-Site Installation in CA, NV and AZ: 760-805-4381
US Safety: On-Site Installation in most eastern states: 847-697-5635